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Studies on automatic dialogue systems, which allow
people and computers to communicate with each other
using natural language, have been attracting atten-
tion. In particular, the main objective of a non-task-
oriented dialogue system is not to achieve a specific
task but to amuse users through chat and free dia-
logue. For this type of dialogue system, continuity
of the dialogue is important because users can eas-
ily get tired if the dialogue is monotonous. On the
other hand, preceding studies have shown that speech
with humorous expressions is effective in improving
the continuity of a dialogue. In this study, we devel-
oped a computer-based humor discriminator to per-
form user- or situation-independent objective discrim-
ination of humor. Using the humor discriminator, we
also developed an automatic humor generation system
and conducted an evaluation experiment with human
subjects to test the generated jokes. A t-test on the
evaluation scores revealed a significant difference (P
value: 3.5×××10−5) between the proposed and existing
methods of joke generation.

Keywords: automatic dialogue system, non task ori-
ented, humor discriminator

1. Introduction

Studies on automatic dialogue systems, which al-
low people and computers to communicate with each
other using a natural language, have been attracting
attention. Typical examples of practical automatic
dialogue systems include Apple’s “Siri,”1 NTT Do-
como’s “Shabette concierge,”2 Softbank’s “Pepper,”3 Mi-
crosoft’s “Rinna”4 and “Cortana,”5 Google’s “Google
Home (Google Nest),”6 and Amazon’s “Amazon Echo
(Alexa).”7

Such systems can be classified into task-oriented and

1. http://www.apple.com/jp/ios/siri/
2. https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/service/shabette concier/
3. http://www.softbank.jp/robot/consumer/products/
4. http://www.rinna.jp/
5. https://www.microsoft.com/ja-jp/windows/cortana
6. https://store.google.com/jp/product/google nest hub
7. https://developer.amazon.com/ja/echo

non-task-oriented systems. A task-oriented dialogue sys-
tem aims to achieve a specific task by providing answers
to a user’s question or request, through a dialogue. For ex-
ample, weather information systems [1] and tourist infor-
mation systems [2] are typical task-oriented systems. In
addition, Siri, Shabette concierge, Cortana, Google Home
(Google Nest), and Amazon Echo (Alexa) in the afore-
mentioned list are also task-oriented systems because they
are used for management of schedules or home electric
appliances, or for support of Web browsing.

On the other hand, the main objective of a non-task-
oriented dialogue system is not to achieve a specific
task but to amuse users through chats and free dialogue.
Rinna, among the given examples, is a non-task-oriented
dialogue system because its major aim is chatting with
users. This system is sometimes called “chat dialogue
system” or “chatting system.” For this sort of dialogue
system, continuity of the dialogue is important because
users can easily get tired if the dialogue is monotonous.

For a user to want to continue the dialogue, speech
with humorous expressions [3], frequent responses in the
dialogue [4], and conversations about hobbies or prefer-
ences [5] are found to be effective. If we focus on hu-
mor in particular, we find that there are several studies on
the generation of humor: automatic generation of comic
scenarios [6, 7], support for browsing funny images to
use for presentations [8], and comedy talks by multiple
robots [9]. Topics of studies on humor generation asso-
ciated with dialogue systems include telling riddles [10],
making jokes [11, 12], and creating humor suitable for di-
alogue [13].

However, humor generated from these systems is con-
sidered to be insufficiently funny. One of the reasons for
this problem is the ambiguity feature of humor, as funni-
ness can change depending on the listeners and situations.
In this study, we discriminate the funniness of the gener-
ated humor by using a computer. Automatic judgment by
the computer is expected to be able to discriminate fun-
niness in a way that does not depend on the people or
situations; in other words, the system should be able to
circumvent the ambiguity of humor. In addition, with an
automatic humor discrimination function, one can gener-
ate humor that the computer judges to be funny and use
that kind of humor in a dialogue.

In this research, we first develop a humor discrimina-
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tor on the basis of manual evaluation and, from the re-
sults of automatic discrimination, determine the effective
features of humor. We then look for an appropriate com-
bination of the features used for discrimination to com-
plete the humor discriminator. Furthermore, we check the
validity of the humor discriminator. To generate humor,
we use a method based on dynamic programming (DP)
matching [11] as the baseline. We generate jokes via DP
matching and output, as humorous expression, only the
joke data that the discriminator judges to be funny. We
perform an evaluation experiment with human subjects
and conduct a t-test for the evaluation scores. As a re-
sult, we confirm that our method could enhance funniness
significantly (P value: 3.5×10−5).

2. Related Studies

In this study, we assume a simple form of humorous
expressions as the basis of the humor for developing au-
tomatic humor discrimination and focus on the funniness
that arises in a combination of words. For each of these
expressions, we consider not only a single word but a
combination of multiple words; whereas it is usually diffi-
cult for a single word to produce funniness, a combination
of two words can produce funniness based on their rela-
tionship with each other.

In previous studies, discrimination methods for humor
with a story nature [14, 15] and for jokes [12] have been
reported. Humor with a story nature is expressed in a
prose consisting of several sentences with a punch line.
Previous methods [14, 15] have discriminated humor by
using the bag-of-words model, which checks the occur-
rence frequencies of words, and word2vec [16, 17] to find
features. However, these methods examine sentences with
certain lengths and are not intended to find the funni-
ness of a word or combination of words. Meanwhile, the
joke discrimination method [12] examines the funniness
of words, but only when these words are in a joke style.

In this research, we study funniness as a whole, gener-
ated not only by jokes but also by word combinations. We
use combinations of nouns because nouns are important
and are the most common words. To create a combina-
tion of two nouns in the form “noun+preposition+noun,”
we consider “of” as the preposition because “of” appears
the most frequently in Twitter data. In other words, we
develop a humor discriminator for “noun2 of noun1.” Be-
cause we restrict these combinations of words to only two
kinds of nouns, we then need to consider the features that
capture their funniness.

Few studies have been conducted on humor generation
methods that use humor discrimination, because, in the
first place, only a few studies have been made on humor
discrimination methods. Research has been conducted on
a method of speech generation for a dialogue system [18]
that uses a joke discrimination method to generate jokes in
dialogue, although this is the only study that has focused
on a joke discrimination method.

Here, we attempt to generate funnier jokes of the form

Fig. 1. Overview of humor discriminator.

“noun2 of noun1.” by using a discriminator that we de-
velop. In particular, for joke candidates generated via a
conventional joke generation method, we perform humor
discrimination and output only the jokes that are judged
to be funny.

3. Development of Humor Discriminator

3.1. Manual Collection of Evaluation Data

For the development of a humor discriminator using a
support vector machine (SVM), we first collect manual
evaluation data. We use humor expressions consisting of
two nouns combined by “of,” namely “noun2 of noun1.”
The two nouns are chosen randomly. However, combina-
tions of nouns that frequently co-occur in ordinary sen-
tences or that are unpopular and unfamiliar are excluded.
This is because we have previously obtained results re-
vealing that nouns that frequently co-occur are usually
not funny, whereas unpopular nouns could not be easily
imagined by an audience. After the expressions are cho-
sen, multiple subjects evaluate whether each chosen set
of “noun2 of noun1.” is funny. We then examine and dis-
cuss the results of the evaluation, and use these results to
develop the humor discriminator.

3.2. Extraction of Effective Features for Humor
Discrimination

Now, we consider and extract features that are capable
of capturing humor. Referring to a preceding study [11],
we first use as many feature candidates, that could be el-
ements of funniness, as possible. The humor discrimina-
tor is then developed with SVM using the feature candi-
dates to extract only the features that are effective as fun-
niness elements. The humor discriminator is overviewed
in Fig. 1.

The humor discrimination performs binary classifi-
cation on the “noun2 of noun1” expressions, between
funny (positive example) and not funny (negative exam-
ple) expressions. We consider a used feature to be ef-
fective if the F-measure obtained via leave-one-out cross-
validation [19] exceeds a threshold. For the creation and
verification of the discriminator, we use the data collected
in Section 3.1.

For the indices, we use precision (matching ratio), re-
call (reproduction ratio), F-measure, and accuracy.
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Table 1. Classification of stuffed toys.

Part of speech Class Mid-category Category Category number Header Reading
Noun Product Tool Toy, ornament, statue, etc. 1.4570 Stuffed toy Stuffed toy

3.3. Finding Appropriate Combination of Effective
Features for Humor Discrimination

With the features extracted in Section 3.2, we look for a
combination of features that is capable of effectively cap-
turing funniness. The procedure is outlined in the fol-
lowing paragraph. To search for an optimal combination,
we need to examine all possible combinations of the fea-
tures, which would consume a tremendously long amount
of time for calculation. Therefore, we employ the follow-
ing search procedure to develop a discriminator, which
performs a small number of searches by ignoring unnec-
essary features if possible.

• BEGIN

1. A humor discriminator based on SVM for all fea-
tures extracted in Section 3.2 is created.

2. The leave-one-out cross-validation is used for
classification, and F-measure is calculated for ref-
erence and set to be Fbasis.

• LOOP

1. The humor discriminator is created again with a
single kind of feature excluded.

2. The leave-one-out cross-validation is used for
classification, and F-measure is calculated and
compared with Fbasis.

3. If the calculated F-measure is smaller than Fbasis,
the excluded feature is returned. If the F-measure
is higher than Fbasis, the new F-measure is set as
the new Fbasis, and the excluded feature is kept ex-
cluded.

4. The previous steps are repeated until all features
are processed (excluded or returned).

• END

1. After the whole process is finished, the remaining
features are considered as an appropriate combi-
nation. The F-measure calculated with this combi-
nation of the features is the final evaluation value.

With the aforementioned procedure, we search for an
appropriate combination of the multiple features extracted
in Section 3.2. The created discriminator is used as humor
discriminator, having the F-measure obtained in the final
calculation.

4. Experiment

4.1. Collection of Manual Evaluation Data
We collect data from manual evaluation to develop the

humor discriminator using SVM.

Fig. 2. Classification of stuffed toys in thesaurus.

4.1.1. Experiment Method

We use a thesaurus [20] to generate “noun2 of noun1”
expressions to be evaluated. The thesaurus is a dictionary
of about 100,000 words classified and arranged in terms
of their meanings. As an example, the classification of the
word “stuffed toy” in the thesaurus is shown in Table 1
and Fig. 2.

Three nouns are selected from each of five classes with
category numbers from 1.1 to 1.5 in the thesaurus. These
15 nouns are used as “noun2.” In addition, for each noun2,
ten nouns are randomly selected from each of 43 mid-
categories with category numbers from 1.10 to 1.57 to ob-
tain 430 kinds of “noun1.” As a result, we have 450×15 =
6,450 combinations of “noun1” and “noun2” to evaluate.
To select “noun2,” we use Twitter data. Namely, for each
of the classes with category numbers from 1.1 to 1.5, we
randomly choose nouns from the top 50 nouns in terms of
number of occurrences. The “noun2” words that we use
and their category numbers are listed in Table 2.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the “noun1” words with
difficult meanings and those which are closely related to
their counterparts (i.e., “noun2”) are excluded because
such combinations are expected to be not funny. For this
purpose, we perform a preliminary experiment. On the
basis of the results of the preliminary experiment, we ex-
clude the nouns whose search results in Google are less
than 300,000, whereas the nouns that co-occur 20 times or
more with the counterpart “noun2” in Twitter data (about
60 million tweets from July 2017 to September 2017) are
excluded, with another noun being selected again via the
aforementioned procedure.

These 6,450 word combinations are then judged by
eleven male university students on whether these expres-
sions are funny. A screen system, as shown in Fig. 3, is
used for the evaluation. In the experiment, funniness is
defined for the subjects as “nature of things that are felt
as being funny, including interesting or humorous, from a
subjective point of view.”
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Table 2. Noun2 used and classification number.

None2 (in Japanese) Classification number
Level 1.1101

Show-up 1.1210
Birthday 1.1633
Oneself 1.2020
World 1.2600
School 1.2629

Information 1.3123
Movie 1.3240
Event 1.3510
Ticket 1.4040

Oden (*Japanese food) 1.4310
Train 1.4650

Typhoon 1.5150
Cat 1.5501

Body 1.5600

Fig. 3. System screen used in evaluation experiment.

4.1.2. Experiment Results

Table 3 outlines the number of word combinations that
each evaluator felt were funny. The number of word com-
binations evaluated as funny varied largely from 20 to
618, depending on the evaluators. This could be because
the evaluators got tired of the evaluation of 6,450 word
combinations and because they have different preferences
regarding funniness. A questionnaire survey made after
the experiment revealed that there were many opinions
akin to “I got tired of too many word combinations.”

Table 4 then lists the number of word combinations that
multiple evaluators evaluated as being funny. Of these
combinations, 73% were evaluated as not being funny by
all of the evaluators. In other words, there exist a cer-
tain number of word combinations that are universally not
funny, regardless of the evaluators’ preferences. The max-
imum number of evaluators who all evaluated the same
word combination as being funny was 5, and the ratio of
these expressions to the total was 0.3%. Therefore, there
was no word combination that all the evaluators felt was
funny and only few word combinations that multiple eval-
uators felt were funny.

Table 5 shows examples of humor expressions that five
evaluators felt were funny. Some of them, such as “train
of cold” and “cat of mother-complex,” could be felt as
being funny because of the gap between the two words,
such as between “cold” and “train” or between “mother-

Table 3. Number of word combinations that each evaluator
felt were funny.

Number of word combinations
evaluated as funny

(/6,450 combinations)
Evaluator 1 318
Evaluator 2 117
Evaluator 3 20
Evaluator 4 590
Evaluator 5 66
Evaluator 6 70
Evaluator 7 67
Evaluator 8 161
Evaluator 9 43
Evaluator 10 618
Evaluator 11 476

complex” and “cat.” In addition, “myself of the greatest”
and “oden of foreign-species” could be evaluated as being
funny because of the funniness of the words themselves,
such as “the greatest” or “foreign-species.”

4.2. Extraction of Features Effective for Humor
Discrimination

Afterward, we examine and extract features that are ca-
pable of capturing humor. As explained in Section 4.1.2,
the simple form of the word combination “noun2 of
noun1” could have two elements of funniness: relation-
ship (gap) between the two nouns, and each word’s own
funniness (potential).

An example of an expression with funniness due to the
“relationship between the two nouns” is “hardtack of first-
class.” In this example, the funniness is caused by the gap
between the high-grade atmosphere of “first-class” and
the frugality of “hardtack.” Namely, images of the two
nouns and their relationship cause the funniness.

An example of an expression with funniness due to
“each word’s own funniness” is “comfort of gorilla.” In
this example, the word “gorilla” itself has funniness, and
basically, it can make the word combination funny no
matter which word is combined. Namely, the potential
of the noun itself causes the funniness.

Features that represent the relationship of the two nouns
are listed as follows.

a) word2vec
b) Adjective vector
c) Gap in image
d) Mora number
e) Ratio of occurrence of word connected to a target

noun
f) Category number

a) word2vec refers to the distributed representation
of words that is learned with no supervision from the
large-scale corpus. Because words similar to each other
are learned as similar distributed representations, this
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Table 4. Number of word combinations that multiple evaluators felt were funny.

Number of evaluators who evaluated
the expression as funny (/11 evaluators) Number of word combinations Ratio (/6,450)

0 evaluator 4,717 73%
1 evaluator 1,172 18%
2 evaluator 386 6.0%
3 evaluator 116 1.8%
4 evaluator 41 0.6%
5 evaluator 18 0.3%

Table 5. Examples of humor expression that five evaluators
felt were funny.

Train of cold
Cat of mother-complex
Myself of the greatest

Oden of foreign-species (*Oden is a Japanese food.)
Birthday of unanimity

Table 6. Example of antonym set.

Good Bad
Cute Scary
Tasty Non-tasty
Wide Narrow
Hot Cold

technique is often used as a method for accurately ob-
taining synonyms. We can then use the obtained dis-
tributed representation of words as a feature that repre-
sents the meanings of nouns. With this feature, we would
be able to grasp an image of the two nouns. We use
Japanese Wikipedia for the learning corpus, morphologi-
cal analyzer MeCab [21, 22] for separating the words, and
mecab-ipadic-NEologd [23] as the dictionary. The dimen-
sion of the word vector is set to 300.

b) An adjective vector is a word vector that uses
co-occurrences with adjectives. The number of co-
occurrences of a noun and an adjective is calculated in
corpus, and therefore the adjective vector is a feature that
reflects an image of the noun. Although it resembles
word2vec, the latter uses words of all parts of speech.
Because the adjective vector uses the co-occurrence of
a noun with an adjective that expresses human feelings,
among others, it would reflect an image of the noun more
directly. We use Twitter data as corpus. We also use
MeCab for separating words and extract only the ad-
jectives and nouns. From the extracted adjectives, we
choose 36 adjectives that have many occurrences and
whose antonyms are also adjectives. Using the 36 adjec-
tives and their respective antonyms as 36 pairs, we create
an adjective antonym set. An example of the antonym set
is shown in Table 6.

The adjective vectors are created via the following pro-
cedure.

• The extracted data are used to calculate the num-

ber of co-occurrences of each adjective from the
antonym set for each noun (co-occurrence is defined
within a single tweet).

• An adjective vector with 72 dimensions (= 36× 2),
having the numbers of co-occurrences as its ele-
ments, is created for each noun.

• Because some adjectives have zero co-occurrence,
each element value is smoothed (Eq. (1)).

• To eliminate differences in the numbers of occur-
rences of the adjectives, each element is divided by
the total number of occurrences of the adjectives to
change it to the ratio of occurrence.

In other words, with the number of co-occurrences ni, j
of noun i(1,2, · · · ,N) and adjective j(1,2, · · · ,Ma), the
adjective vector wwwi and its elements wi, j are defined as
follows.

wwwi = (wi,1,wi,2, · · · ,wi,Ma)

wi, j =
ni, j +1

N

∑
i=1

ni, j +N

. . . . . . . . . . . (1)

The norms of the adjective vectors are all set to 1.
c) Gap in image is the sum of the products of antonym

elements between the adjective vectors of two nouns (for
example, product of “tasty” of “oden” and “non-tasty” of
“chilled-Chinese-noodle”). Through the use of the prod-
uct of elements that are antonyms to each other, this fea-
ture can capture an image of the gap between two nouns.

d) The mora number is the number of characters in kana
(which are the syllabaries that form parts of the Japanese
writing system) of nouns, with consideration for the con-
tracted sound characters (such as “ゃ,” “ゅ,” and “ょ”).
For example, “kabocha” (meaning: “pumpkin”) has three
morae, whereas “ocha” (meaning: “tea”) has two morae.
This number expresses linguistic sense and can indicate
affinity of rhythm, which is often seen in the 5-7-5 struc-
ture of haiku. When we see a noun, we usually read it
silently. Therefore, the mora number would be a more
appropriate feature than only the number of characters in
kana.

e) In the Japanese language, certain words will some-
times be connected to the end of a noun to change its
function to that of a verb or an adjective verb. The ra-
tio of occurrence in corpus of a word that is connected
to the end of a target noun is therefore also a feature that
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is used to represent the relationship between two nouns.
This feature should be used because nouns comprise not
only simple nouns that represent objects but also those
nouns that have verb-like or adjective-verb-like mean-
ings, which is a distinction that is important in Japanese
grammar. Examples of simple nouns include “stuffed-
toy” and “cat.” Examples of verb-like nouns include “re-
search” and “purchase,” whereas examples of adjective-
verb-like nouns include “flooding” and “pool-of-blood.”
These nouns contain stems of a verb or adjective verb.
The funniness of “noun2 of noun1” could change depend-
ing on how the aforementioned three types of nouns are
combined in the two-noun expression. One could judge
the type of a noun by examining the types of words that
can be connected to the end of that noun. For example,
the word “suru (verb)” (meaning “do” in Japanese) can be
connected to the end of a verb-like noun, and the word
“na” (conjugative suffix of adjective verb) to the end of
an adjective-verb-like noun. Using the occurrence rates
of these words as feature, one would be able to determine
the types of the target nouns. Among the words that can
be connected to the target nouns, we consider 14 kinds of
these words, including “suru/na” and postpositional par-
ticles “wa/ga/shi/no/wo/ni/he/to/kara/yori/de/ya” of the
Japanese language. We use Twitter data as corpus and
calculate the ratios of occurrences of these words con-
nected to each of the target nouns. As shown in Eq. (2),
the number of occurrences ni, j of noun i and word
j(1,2, . . . ,Mc; Mc = 14), which is connected to the noun,
is divided by the total number of occurrences to obtain the
ratio of occurrence wi, j.

wi, j =
ni, j

Mc

∑
j=1

ni, j

. . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

f) The category number of each noun in the thesaurus
list is also a feature that can represent the relationship be-
tween two nouns. In Fig. 2, nouns in the thesaurus have
been classified manually, and category numbers have been
assigned. Using these numbers, we can find a combina-
tion of nouns that has a funny meaning. In the experiment,
the five categories of nouns with category numbers 1.1
through 1.5 are converted to dummy variables.

On the other hand, features representing a noun’s own
funniness are listed as follows.

g) Imageability
h) Number of occurrences in corpus
i) Number of search results in Google
j) Number of hiragana/katakana/Chinese characters
k) Number of occurrences in power words
l) Number of occurrences in tweets with 10,000 likes

or more
m) Number of occurrences in tweets with 1,000 likes or

more

g) Imageability is a feature used in a preceding
study [11]. It is presented in NTT’s imageability

database [24], and the ease of instinctively imagining an
event that a word represents is measured with a positive
real value. For a noun to be evaluated as being funny,
the image that people have for the noun is important, and
the ease of imaging the noun is essential. Because of the
limitation of vocabulary in the database [24], the ease of
co-occurrence with adjectives in a corpus is used as this
feature in the present experiment. We use Twitter data as
corpus. As shown in Eq. (3), the total number of occur-
rences ni, j of noun i and adjective j(1,2, . . . ,Ma) in the
corpus is divided by the number of occurrences Ni of the
noun i to calculate ease ei of co-occurrence with adjec-
tives.

ei =

Ma

∑
j=1

ni, j

Ni
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3)

h) The number of occurrences in corpus indicates how
familiar the noun is to the general population. For un-
familiar nouns, people may not have a concrete image
or know the meanings of such nouns. Because one can
consider nouns with higher numbers of occurrences in the
corpus as the more general nouns, we use the number of
occurrences as a feature. Here, we use Twitter data as
corpus.

i) The number of search results in Google, like the num-
ber of occurrences in corpus, also signifies how familiar
the noun is to the general population. One can consider
nouns with higher numbers of search results in Google as
the more general nouns. This feature is also considered to
be able to circumvent inconsistent spelling.

j) The number of hiragara/katakana/Chinese characters
in a noun is a feature that is considered in determining
the inherent funniness of the noun. Whereas the mora
number represents the number of phonological charac-
ters, or characters that we say, this feature denotes the
number of characters that we see. Hiragana sounds soft,
whereas katakana sounds like foreign words. On the other
hand, Chinese characters are formal. Thus, these three
types of characters have different characteristics. An-
other difference is that hiragana and katakana are phono-
grams, whereas Chinese characters are logograms [25].
The number of characters of each of the three types could
affect the visual image that we have of a noun.

k) The number of occurrences of a noun in Twitter
“power words,” or impressive words that are frequently
used in Twitter, is also considered. An example of a
tweet containing a power word is “Spicy-curry rice gratin
with a hamburger steak on iron plate is a power-word-like
product name.” In this example, three different names of
dishes, “spicy-curry,” “rice gratin,” and “hamburger steak
on iron plate,” are contained in a single product name,
generating funniness in the words. In other words, power
words create funniness from unfamiliar combination of
words and often consist of funny words. Therefore, nouns
that appear in the power words could be funny. We exam-
ine about 75,000 tweets that are extracted via searches for
“power words” in Twitter.
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Fig. 4. Overview of development and verification of humor
discriminator.

l) One of the features that may determine the funni-
ness of a noun is the number of its occurrences in pop-
ular tweets. “Like” is a function in Twitter to register
the tweets that we like. A large number of likes indi-
cates that the tweet is popular. In general, a tweet with
10,000 or more likes is particularly popular. In addition,
nouns that tend to occur in popular tweets would attract
attention from many people.

m) This feature also looks at the number of occurrences
of a noun in popular tweets. However, whereas feature
“l” uses 10,000 as the threshold for the number of likes,
feature “m” uses 1,000. This is a much smaller threshold
than 10,000, but we can still consider these target tweets
as popular.

4.2.1. Experiment Method
To extract the features that are effective as funny ele-

ments, from among the aforementioned features, we de-
velop a humor discriminator using SVM with radial basis
function (RBF) kernel for each kind of feature (a) to (m).
Fig. 4 shows an overview of this process. For the hyper-
parameters of SVM, we set C = 8 and γ = 0.3, according
to the result of a simple coarse grid search.

In the humor discrimination, an input of “noun2 of
noun1” is binary-classified to either “funny” (positive ex-
ample) or “not funny” (negative example). For the devel-
opment and verification of the discriminator, we use the
data collected in Section 3.1. In the experiment, we de-
fine positive and negative examples of the data collected
from eleven people in the following manner.

• Positive example: Word combination that at least one
of the evaluators felt was funny

• Negative example: Word combination that no evalu-
ator felt was funny

We evaluate the effectiveness of the six features that
represent the relationship between two nouns and the
seven features that represent the inherent funniness of a
noun. To utilize these thirteen features, we use nouns
that appear in the vocabulary of word2vec and whose to-
tal numbers of co-occurrences with adjectives in Twitter
data (about 11 million tweets in September 2017) are 10
or higher. As a result, we use 3,252 out of the 6,450 word
combinations in the collected evaluation data.

A feature is judged as effective if the F-measure value
is equal to or higher than the threshold as a result of clas-
sification using the leave-one-out cross-validation. Here,

we set the threshold of F-measure to 0.311. This value is
chosen because the F-measure value is 0.311 in the case
of random classification according to the ratio between
the positive and negative examples in the learning data
(3,252 word combinations of the evaluation data to use,
1,011 positive examples, and 2,241 negative examples).

4.2.2. Experiment Results

Using each of the thirteen features, we developed the
humor discriminator with SVM and performed leave-one-
out cross-validation. The result is shown in Fig. 5.

From the results, we show the features with F-measure
values equal to or higher than the threshold and those with
values less than the threshold.

• Features whose F-measure values are equal to or
higher than the threshold:

1. word2vec
2. Adjective vector
3. Gap in image
4. Mora number
5. Ratio of occurrence of word connected to a target

noun
6. Category number
7. Imageability
8. Number of occurrences in corpus
9. Number of search results in Google

10. Number of hiragana/katakana/Chinese characters

• Features whose F-measure values are lower than
threshold:

1. Number of occurrences in power words
2. Number of occurrences in tweets with 10,000

likes or more
3. Number of occurrences in tweets with 1,000 likes

or more

The features whose F-measure values are equal to or
higher than the threshold would be effective as funny el-
ements. In the next section, we search for appropriate
combinations of these features.

4.3. Search for Appropriate Combination of Effec-
tive Features for Humor Discrimination

To develop the humor discriminator, we first search for
appropriate combinations of the features extracted in Sec-
tion 4.2 whose F-measure values are equal to or higher
than the threshold. However, because the number of oc-
currences in power words improved the scores if com-
bined with other features in preliminary experiments, it
was added to the feature set for searching for an appro-
priate feature combination. Namely, we perform searches
with a total of 11 kinds of features.
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(a) word2vec (b) Adjective vector (c) Gap in image (d) Mora number

(e) Ratio of occurrence of word
connected to a target noun

(f) Category number (g) Imageability (h) Number of occurrences in cor-
pus

(i) Number of search results in
Google

(j) Number of hiragana/katakana/
Chinese characters

(k) Number of occurrences in
power words

(l) Number of occurrences in
tweets with 10,000 likes or more

(m) Number of occurrences in
tweets with 1,000 likes or more

Fig. 5. Results of classification using different features.

4.3.1. Experiment Method

The procedure to search for an appropriate combina-
tion is described in Section 3.3. The order of removal is
outlined as follows, with consideration for each feature’s
dimension and contribution to discrimination.

1. (e) Ratio of occurrence of word connected to a target
noun

2. (b) Adjective vector
3. (i) Number of search results in Google
4. (a) word2vec
5. (f) Category number
6. (j) Number of hiragana/katakana/Chinese characters
7. (k) Number of occurrences in power words
8. (g) Imageability
9. (h) Number of occurrences in corpus

10. (d) Mora number
11. (c) Gap in image

Fig. 6. Results of classification using a combination of all
eleven features.

4.3.2. Experiment Result
Figure 6 shows the result of making the humor dis-

criminator when all 11 features were used. On the other
hand, Fig. 7 shows the results of making the discrimina-
tor when one, two, or three features were excluded, in the
order listed in Section 4.3.1.

The results in Figs. 6 and 7 reveal that the F-measure
values and other scores are improved if some features are
excluded, compared to the case where all eleven features
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(a) A single kind of feature exclude (b) Two kinds of feature excluded

(c) Three kinds of feature excluded

Fig. 7. Results of classification with some features excluded.

are combined. Fig. 7 also shows that, among the results
for when one/two/three features were excluded, the results
for when three features (specifically, (e), (b), and (i)) were
excluded have the highest score.

In addition, Fig. 8 shows the results for when an ad-
ditional feature was excluded, one at a time, in the order
listed in Section 4.3.1. As for the F-measure, all eight re-
sults in Fig. 8 are lower than the 0.574 value in Fig. 7(c).
In other words, the eight features used in Fig. 7(c) are the
appropriate combination for developing the humor dis-
criminator. We again list these eight features as follows.

• word2vec
• Category number
• Number of hiragana/katakana/Chinese characters
• Number of occurrences in power words
• Imageability
• Number of occurrences in corpus
• Mora number
• Gap in image

The combination of these features has 625 dimensions,
and the accuracy and precision of the developed humor
discriminator (Fig. 7(c)) are about 70% and about 50%,
respectively. Precision indicates the ratio of the number of
actually funny word combinations to the number of word
combinations judged funny by the discriminator. In the
experiment, a positive example (i.e., “funny”) was defined
as a “word combination that at least one evaluator felt was
funny,” and therefore, about half of the word combina-
tions that the humor discriminator judged as being funny
could actually be funny to someone.

The data that the developed humor discriminator
judged as being funny are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, which
give the numbers and ratios, respectively, of the word
combinations that are judged as being funny by the dis-
criminator and by different numbers of evaluators on the
basis of the data collected in Section 3.1 from the eleven

(a) word2vec (b) Category number

(c) Number of hiragana/katakana/
Chinese characters

(d) Number of occurrences in
power words

(e) Imageability (f) Number of occurrences in cor-
pus

(g) Mora number (h) Gap in image

Fig. 8. Results of classification with three specific features,
plus an additional feature, excluded.

evaluators. Fig. 10 shows that the word combinations
that many evaluators felt were funny were also judged as
being funny by the discriminator. The word combinations
that four or five evaluators felt were funny were also cor-
rectly discriminated (as funny ones) by the discriminator.
In the experiment, a positive example (i.e., “funny”) is
defined as a “word combination that at least one evalua-
tor felt was funny,” and therefore, the word combinations
that only one evaluator felt were funny and those which
multiple evaluators felt were funny are treated similarly.
However, Fig. 10 shows an increasing ratio as a function
of the number of evaluators who judged the expression as
being funny, indicating that the humor discriminator that
we developed may be capable of capturing the character-
istics of funniness.

5. Joke Generation with Humor Discriminator

Here, we use the humor discriminator to generate jokes.
We generate jokes using the discriminator because, by
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Fig. 9. Number of word combinations judged as being funny.

Fig. 10. Ratio of the number of word combinations judged
as being funny.

doing so, we can compare our method with an existing
one [11] to verify the effectiveness of the discrimina-
tor. The discriminator that we developed can be used for
the overall funniness that arises in combining words and
therefore be used to discriminate the funniness of jokes.

5.1. Joke Generation Method
In the following subsection, we outline a procedure for

joke generation using the humor discriminator.

1. Extract ordinary terms in the form “noun2 of noun1.”
2. Calculate the score of DP matching [11] of “noun1”

and all possible “noun1a f ter.”
3. Replace “noun1” with “noun1a f ter” and apply the hu-

mor discriminator to “noun2 of noun1a f ter.”
4. Randomly select a “noun2 of noun1a f ter” from those

having minimum DP matching score among those
judged as being funny by the discriminator.

In the calculation of the phonetic similarity of words
via DP matching [11], a penalty score for discrepancy
or difference in phonemes is calculated. A smaller score
indicates higher similarity of phenomes. The following
demonstrates an example of discrepancy or difference of
phonemes.

• “Mikan” (meaning “orange” in Japanese) and
“Hikan” (meaning “despair” in Japanese) have a dis-
crepancy between m and h.

Table 7. Top five “noun2 of noun1” in terms of number of
occurrences in corpus.

Saying of entertainer
Party of hope

Sideline of adult
Chance of travel

Influence of typhoon

• “Mikan” and “Arumikan” (meaning “aluminum can”
in Japanese) have a difference of aru.

Previous baseline methods have used DP matching but
with no humor discriminator.

One of the ways of direct use by the dialogue system
is that the system converts “noun1,” in the form “noun2
of noun1” from the user’s speech into a humor expression
and then outputs the joke. The following is an example of
such a dialogue.

User: “Shokuba no senpai (a “senior-staff of com-
pany,” in Japanese) scolded me.” System: “Never mind
about Shokupan no senpai (a “senior-staff of bread,” in
Japanese)!”

In this example, “Shokupan (“bread” in Japanese)”
and “Shokubai (“catalysis” in Japanese),” which have
high phonetic similarities to “Shokuba (“company” in
Japanese),” are extracted as possible components for a
joke in response to the user’s speech “Shokuba no senpai.”
In addition, the humor discriminator judges the funniness
of “Shokupan no senpai” and “Shokubai no senpai” and
decides to output “Shokupan no senpai.”

5.2. Joke Generation Experiment
We generate jokes using the proposed method in Sec-

tion 5.1 and check the effectiveness of this method via
manual evaluation. For the extraction of ordinary terms in
the form “noun2 of noun1,” we extract the top 100 “noun2
of noun1” expressions in terms of their numbers of oc-
currences in Twitter corpus. As examples, the top five of
these expressions are listed in Table 7.

The DP matching scores of all “noun1” words of the ex-
tracted “noun2 of noun1” expressions are calculated from
the thesaurus. A new “noun2 of noun1” is generated via
replacement of the original “noun1.” New word com-
binations of the form “noun2 of noun1” that the humor
discriminator judges to be funny are then collected, and
the word combinations are randomly output in ascending
order in terms of score. The output from the previous
method are the randomly selected word combinations in
ascending order in terms of score. In the thesaurus, there
are 22,409 kinds of nouns that appear in the vocabulary of
word2vec and whose numbers of occurrences in the cor-
pus are 10 or higher.

Funniness is evaluated on a scale of seven grades:
Grade 1 (not funny) to Grade 7 (funny). Each of the
thirteen evaluators evaluate 100 word combinations gen-
erated using either the proposed method or an already ex-
isting method. Fig. 11 shows a screen of the tool used
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Fig. 11. Tool screen for joke evaluation.

Fig. 12. Score distribution of jokes.

for the evaluation. As in the figure, the evaluators do not
know whether a given joke was generated via the pro-
posed method or an already existing method (jokes are
presented randomly).

5.3. Experiment Result
Figure 12 shows the score distribution of the jokes

generated via the proposed and already existing meth-
ods. From the figure, the jokes generated by the proposed
method are observed to have higher scores than those by
the already existing method. In particular, the proportion
of jokes with scores of 6 or 7, which the evaluators felt
were funny, is larger for the proposed method. A t-test
(two-sided test with 1,299 degrees of freedom) is con-
ducted for the average difference between the proposed
and already existing methods. The resulting t value is 4.2
and P value is 3.5 × 10−5. This confirms that the joke
generation by the proposed method can enhance the fun-
niness of a dialogue. The t-test is conducted for the scores
of 1,300 jokes (i.e., 100 jokes multiplied by thirteen eval-
uators) generated by the proposed and already existing
methods.

However, even among the jokes generated by the pro-
posed method, almost half have scores less than 4 and are
evaluated as “not funny” by the evaluators. Namely, the
jokes generated by the proposed method are not always
felt as being funny. This is because the humor discrimi-
nator used in the experiment was developed via learning
of the data considered as “positive examples,” i.e., that

Fig. 13. Average scores by different evaluators.

at least one of the eleven evaluators felt were funny, in
Section 3. Because the discriminator picks up data that at
least one of the users might consider as funny, the discrim-
inator is versatile; however, it also often picks up word
combinations that some users may feel are not funny. As a
result, the jokes are felt as not funny by some of the eval-
uators. This could be the reason for the aforementioned
result.

The average scores of the jokes generated by the pro-
posed and already existing methods and their differences
are shown in Fig. 13 for different evaluators. The figure
indicates that the average score changes depending on the
evaluators, whereas the differences in the scores between
the proposed and already existing methods are larger than
0 in most cases. In other words, although there are slight
differences among the scores by the evaluators, the pro-
posed method is confirmed to be effective.

Figure 14(a) shows the average scores of the jokes
in descending order. The colors indicate the method,
whether the proposed or already existing method, used to
generate the jokes. Fig. 14(b) shows the proportion of the
jokes generated by the proposed method among the top i
jokes in terms of the average score.

One can see from Fig. 14(a) that the proposed method,
compared to the already existing method, generates a
larger number of jokes with high average score. Because
each of the proposed and already existing methods gener-
ated 100 jokes, the occupancy of the jokes generated by
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(a) Average scores of jokes generated by already existing/proposed
methods

(b) Proportion of jokes generated by proposed method

Fig. 14. Average scores of jokes in descending order.

the proposed method should converge to 0.5 as the num-
ber i increases, and as can be seen from Fig. 14(b), the
proportion does not go below 0.5 almost always until the
proportion converges to 0.5. Namely, the jokes generated
by the proposed method tend to be judged as being funny
in comparison to those generated by the already existing
method.

For reference, the top five jokes in terms of average
score are listed in Table 8. We also had the evaluators
answer a questionnaire survey with the question, “What is
your evaluation criterion for judging funniness?” Free de-
scriptive answers were allowed in the survey. The answers
categorized based on the authors’ judgments are shown in
Table 9.

The results in Table 9 reveal that “good sound of word”
and “ease of imagining” were the most critical factors
in the evaluation. The “good sound of word” is gen-
erated through DP matching, which both the proposed
and already existing methods use. On the other hand,
the “ease of imagining” is not considered in the already
existing method and is generated only by the proposed
method. Therefore, the already existing method can gen-
erate “good sound of word” to enhance the funniness,
whereas the proposed method can generate both “good
sound of word” and “ease of imagining” to enhance the
funniness. This could be the reason that the proposed

method was evaluated as being more effective.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we developed a humor discriminator, ini-
tially based on manual evaluation, and determined its ef-
fective features using the discrimination result. The dis-
criminator was then completed via discovery of an ap-
propriate combination of the features. We also proposed
a method of using the humor discriminator, which was
developed for word combinations of the form “noun2 of
noun1.” Previously, few studies have been conducted on
the use of humor discrimination. Whereas a method of
making conversations in a dialogue system via discrim-
ination of jokes does exist, this had previously been the
only way of using humor discrimination. On the other
hand, our proposed method uses a newly developed hu-
mor discriminator for the automatic generation of jokes.
To create a cheap joke, we combined the humor discrim-
inator with the conventional method of DP matching and
confirmed significant improvement in funniness in com-
parison to previously developed techniques. The pro-
posed method can be applied to two-word combinations
of any form. Therefore, improvement in funniness can
also be expected for the automatic generation of riddles,
performance of comedy talks by multiple robots, or cre-
ation of scripts of comic dialogue.
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